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Ultrastable fiber amplifier delivering 145-fs
pulses with 6-μJ energy
at 10-MHz repetition rate
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A high power femtosecond Yb:fiber amplifier operating with exceptional noise performance and long term stability
is demonstrated. It generates a 10 MHz train of 145 fs pulses at 1.03 μm with peak powers above 36 MW. The system
features a relative amplitude noise of 1.5 · 10−6 Hz−1∕2 at 1 MHz and drifts of the 60 W average power below 0.3%
over 72 hours of continuous operation. The passively phase stable Er:fiber seed system provides ultrabroadband
pulses that are synchronized at a repetition rate of 40 MHz. This combination aims at new schemes for sensitive
experiments in ultrafast scientific applications. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (060.2320) Fiber optics amplifiers and oscillators; (140.3280) Laser amplifiers; (140.7090) Ultrafast
lasers.

Until recently, high-power femtosecond systems were
limited to kHz repetition rates, and technologies relied
mainly on Ti:sapphire as a gain medium. But various concepts based on Ytterbium-doped host materials are arising as an important alternative. In particular, Yb3 :fiber
amplifiers allow to combine power scaling with maximum flexibility for operating at high repetition rates
and short pulse durations [1]. All these ingredients are
crucial for advanced precision experiments exploiting
extreme nonlinearities and/or sub-cycle optics at optimum noise performance and long-term stability. In particular, a high repetition rate ensures maximum detection
statistics in the investigation of fundamental quantum
phenomena.
Femtosecond operation at high average power is facilitated by Yb-doped large mode area photonic crystal
fibers (PCF) [2]. These gain elements allow control of
nonlinear effects that affect and limit amplification of ultrashort pulses. Employing chirped-pulse amplification
(CPA) schemes enables Yb:fiber amplifier systems delivering impressive pulse energies up to the millijoule level
[3]. Owing to the large gain bandwidth of Yb-doped silica,
pulse compression to the few-hundred femtosecond regime [4 7] proved suitable for implementing high-power
frequency combs [4] and generation of high harmonics
[8]. One challenge consists of refining the performance
of such high-power Yb:fiber amplifiers toward maximum
stability in amplitude and phase. In particular, the seed
source should display excellent noise robustness and
ideally provide a broad spectrum tailored to cover the
full Yb-gain bandwidth. In this repory, we present an
Yb-doped fiber amplifier system that exploits Er:fiber
technology combined with fully coherent frequency conversion in highly nonlinear fibers [9] for generation of the
seed light. This approach provides passively phase stable
dispersive waves and solitons with hundreds of nm of
bandwidth together with intense femtosecond pulses that
might serve as intrinsically synchronized energy sources
for broadband parametric amplification. The Yb:fiber amplifier employs a fully linear CPA scheme [10] and allows
to generate multi-μJ level pulses at 10-MHz repetition

rate. The design features two amplifier stages that operate in saturation optimized for low-noise performance
and exceptional long-term stability.
Figure 1 outlines the schematic setup. The seed source
consists of a passively phase-locked Er:fiber system [11].
This laser operates at a wavelength of 1.55 μm with a repetition rate of 40 MHz providing signal at multiple ports.
One of them uses an electro-optic modulator (EOM) as a
pulse picker to reduce the repetition rate to 10 MHz.
Working at a sub-harmonic of the original pulse train will
enable lock-in-related techniques operating at radio
frequency that we plan to implement in the context of
ultrasensitive time-resolved applications. The following
Er:fiber amplifier delivers pulses at 1.55 μm with energies
up to 8 nJ for driving fully coherent generation of
ultrabroadband seed pulses in a highly nonlinear germanosilicate fiber (HNF) [12]. In detail, the pulses are compressed in a silicon prism sequence and then coupled into

Fig. 1. Setup of high power Yb:fiber amplifier system. EOM,
electro optic modulator; HNF, highly nonlinear fiber; LD, laser
diode; WDM, wavelength division multiplexer; PCF, photonic
crystal fiber; DM, dichroitic mirror; MM LD, multi mode laser
diode.
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a combination of 9.4 cm of polarization maintaining (PM)
single-mode fiber followed by 2.1 cm of polarizationmaintaining HNF. Within the HNF assembly, pulses
undergo a solitonic compression followed by the formation of a red-shifted soliton centered at a wavelength of
2 μm and an ultrabroadband dispersive wave around
1 μm. A variable insertion of material in the silicon prism
sequence allows fine tuning of the dispersive wave to an
optimum seed spectrum for the subsequent Yb:fiber
stages. The final pulse duration is limited solely by the
gain narrowing in the amplifiers. To avoid nonlinear effects, a grating stretcher employing a multilayer dielectric reflection grating with 1760 lines per millimeter is
used to induce a group delay dispersion of approximately
20 ps2 . The pulse duration is measured to be 1 ns before
amplification. The beam is then coupled into a preamplifier consisting of a PM Yb:doped bulk fiber with a core
diameter of 6 μm. This stage is pumped bidirectionally
with a total optical power of 1.9 W at a wavelength of
975 nm by pigtailed single-mode pump diodes. The pump
light is combined with the seed through wavelength division multiplexers. All components of the system are PM
to avoid polarization mode dispersion. The output spectrum obtained after pre-amplification at full pumping
power is depicted in Fig. 2(c). The resulting average output is 696 mW, indicating a total gain of 27 dB. The pulse
is centered at a wavelength of 1.03 μm with a full
width half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 14.7 nm,
corresponding to a transform-limited duration of 81 fs.
Figure 2(a) shows the average output as a function of
seed power. The preamplifier operates in saturation
starting from 0.2 mW, which is less than 20% of the available total seed power. A free-space optical isolator protects the preamplifier from reflections occurring in the
following stages of the system.
The main amplification is obtained in a 1.5-m-long
single-mode Yb-doped double-clad PCF with airclad
technology [13] and a large signal core diameter of
40 μm (aeroGAIN-FLEX 1.5, NKT Photonics). Stressapplying parts and a coiling diameter of 30 cm ensure stable polarizing operation with high beam quality. As a
pump source, we use two fiber-coupled multi-mode laser

Fig. 2. (a) Output power of the Yb:fiber preamplifier as a func
tion of seed power. The maximum average power amounts to
696 mW, and saturation is clearly visible. (b) Average power
after the photonic crystal fiber amplifier as a function of pump
power. The slope efficiency is 72.7%. (c) Spectrum after pre
amplifier (blue dashed) and after main amplifier (solid red),
corresponding to a pulse energy of 7.2 μJ before compression
at a repetition rate of 10 MHz.

diodes with wavelength stabilization at 974.8 nm. A total
of 103 W of optical power is coupled into the PCF in
counter-propagating direction. A dichroic mirror combines signal and pump light. Figure 2(c) shows the measured spectrum after the PCF at maximum pump power.
It is centered at a wavelength of 1.033 μm with a bandwidth of 11.4 nm (FWHM), corresponding to a transform
limit of 125 fs. Note a minor gain narrowing with respect
to the preamplification stage. The residual background
due to amplified spontaneous emission is 40 dB below
the peak intensity. Even under full pumping power,
the spectrum does not show any nonlinear distortion effects. The average output as a function of pump power is
depicted in Fig. 2(b). A total output of 72 W is achieved.
This value corresponds to a gain of 20.1 dB with slope
efficiency of 72.7%. At this point, the pulse energy is
as high as 7.2 μJ at our repetition rate of 10 MHz.
We employ specially designed multilayer dielectric
reflection gratings for recompressing the pulses [14],
identical to those used in the stretcher. The diffraction
efficiency is higher than 95% over the full spectral bandwidth around 1.03 μm. A total throughput of the compressor of more than 83% results in output pulses with
energies of 6 μJ. The final transverse mode quality is
remarkable, with an M 2 better than 1.4 measured for both
axes.
To characterize the pulse properties after compression, we retrieve second-harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical-gating (SHG-FROG) data [15]
at full output power. Figure 3(a) shows the measured amplitude envelope, whereas Fig. 3(b) depicts the reconstructed trace. The temporal intensity profile of the
pulses and its phase is shown in Fig. 3(c) yielding a
FWHM pulse duration of 145 fs. The quality of the FROG
reconstruction is underlined by the agreement of the direct output spectrum in Fig. 2(c) with the reconstructed
spectral intensity in Fig. 3(d). A peak power of 36.8 MW is
calculated from the measured pulse shape and energy.
This value allows for intensities up to 1015 W∕cm2 under
diffraction-limited focusing, opening up interesting

Fig. 3. SHG FROG measurement of compressed 6 μJ pulses.
(a) Amplitude of measured FROG trace (128 × 128 pixels);
(b) retrieved FROG trace in amplitude with 0.0095
reconstruction error; (c) intensity and phase profile as a func
tion of time; (d) spectral intensity and phase.
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Fig. 4. Noise performance of the high power fiber amplifier.
Relative amplitude noise spectrum (red line) and correspond
ing electronic detection noise floor (black line).

applications in extremely nonlinear optics [8] and subcycle quantum manipulation of light [16].
For the advanced applications we target, low amplitude noise and long-term stability represent key features
of the laser source. We therefore took special care about
designing a robust setup not requiring any active stabilization mechanisms. For this reason, we inspected the
noise performance of the entire system under normal laboratory conditions using an InGaAs photodiode. Figure 4
shows the relative amplitude noise measured by a spectrum analyzer with frequency components from 10 Hz up
to the 5-MHz Nyquist frequency. The amplitude noise remains below 2 · 10−5 Hz−1∕2 for the entire frequency range
studied. A value as low as 1.5 · 10−6 Hz−1∕2 is obtained at
1 MHz. A two-hour long-term stability measurement was
performed by detecting the pulse train with a lock-in
amplifier set to the 10-MHz reference frequency at a time
constant of 30 ms. The results are depicted in Fig. 5(a).
Excellent power stability is proved by an rms standard
deviation as small as 2.78 · 10−4 . A long-term test of the
system is shown in Fig. 5(b) highlighting relative power
drifts lower than 0.3% over three days of continuous
operation.

Fig. 5. Stability measurements of the linear CPA system per
formed at full output: (a) average power measured by lock in
amplifier over two hours with time constant set to 30 ms
and readout every 100 ms (72001 data points); (b) long term
stability measured over 3 days of continuous operation, acquis
ition every 5 s with a calibrated photodiode (51269 data points).

We stress that a parallel arm of the Er:fiber seed system generates up to 500-nm-broad spectra in another
highly nonlinear fiber. These pulses are characterized
by a constant carrier-envelope phase. They may be compressed down to pulse durations of 7 fs [9,17] and are
intrinsically synchronized to the pulses from the Yb:amplifier. In addition, a synchronously driven Tm:fiber amplifier system [12] provides the opportunity for coherent
synthesis of single-cycle pulses in the μJ energy range
[18]. These capabilities underline the extreme flexibility
of our approach.
In conclusion, an Yb:fiber amplifier seeded by an
Er:fiber system delivers 6-μJ pulses with duration of
145 fs at a repetition rate of 10 MHz. Its noise performance and long-term stability achieve levels that, to
our knowledge, are unprecedented by any femtosecond
technology operating at high average power. In addition,
the passive phase locking and inherent synchronization
to ultrabroadband few-cycle pulses provided by the
Er:seed and a parallel Tm:fiber amplifier branch represent attractive features for advanced experiments
in extreme nonlinear optics, sub-cycle quantum physics,
and ultrafast spectroscopy with ultimate sensitivity in
general.
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